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The MSSR 2000 ID (AN/UPX48) interrogator is fully certified for medium 
to long-range military and civil operations on land and at sea. The design 
philosophy of the MSSR 2000 ID family allows different power variants to 
suit multiple customer domain and platform requirements, whilst sharing 
common hardware and software to ease logistics and training for both 
operators and maintainers. 

The MSSR 2000 ID interrogator offers many unique features, from its 
multi-antenna compatibility (mechanical, non-rotating AESA, Stop-Stare 
Mode) to its extended certifications (ICAO, Eurocontrol, STANAG and 
DOD AIMS). 

MSSR 2000 ID is optimised to be easily integrated into various platforms.
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MSSR 2000 ID - IFF Interrogator
Identify friends, prevent friendly fire 

Fully operational: capability, interrogation / reply performances

Civil mode A, C, S ELS, EHS, ADS-B extended squitters

Military mode 1, 2, 3, 5 L1 and L2, NSM

Operation mode Surveillance, Stop-Stare, AESA Antenna

Instrumented range Up to 331 NM

Receiver sensitivity  - 89 dBm

Target detection ≥ 99%

RF output power 500 W, 1500 W, 2000 W. All variants can be configured in a single or dual chain.

Azimuth accuracy s ≤ 0.05°

Temperature - 40 °C up to +55 °C

External Interfaces, multi-compatibility

Crypto interfaces compatibility QRTK4NG, KIV78, KIV77, SIT2010, NSM

Antenna connection 2 or 3 channel antenna, AESA control interface

Power supply 115 V ±15% 60 Hz to 230 V ±15% 50 Hz

Power consumption 300 W up to 2300 W depending on the variant

Data interface Ethernet LAN (electrically and optically); TCP/IP; UDP; EUROCONTROL ASTERIX

Scalable, customisable use

Motion compensation for naval operation Possibility to compensate for the movement of the platform. 
Compatible with antenna systems that are not mechanically stabilised.

Remote control and standalone maintenance Remote control and administration via ROSA software display extended capabilities

Mode S clustering Possibility to use a single code for the whole Mode S cluster to overcome  
Mode S II/SI code shortages

Interlace Customisable for individual interrogations, sector-specific interrogations,  
maintaining silent sectors

Directed interrogation Selective identification/interrogation with any possible interlace pattern, externally 
induced on 3D position or track number

Latest standards and certifications

• AIMS 17-1000 rev 1
• STANAG 4193 Ed 3
• ICAO Annex 10
• EUROCONTROL EMS Functional Spec v3.11
• TEMPEST hardened 

Technical Data

HENSOLDT Blended Learning
Our continuously developed training approach „HENSOLDT Blended Learning” uses various media and didactic 
approaches including simulation and AR/VR technology to ensure the best, sustainable and most efficient learning 
experience. For more information please refer to: https://www.hensoldt.net/services/training/


